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Abstract

Discovering concepts (or temporal abstractions) in an unsupervised manner from
demonstration data is an important problem. Organizing these discovered concepts
hierarchically at different levels of abstraction is useful in discovering patterns,
building ontologies, and generating tutorials from demonstration data. However,
it is very challenging to discover such concepts and relationships (or a hierar-
chy) between these discovered concepts, purely from demonstration data, without
any access to the environment. In this paper, we present a Transformer-based
concept abstraction architecture UNHCLE (pronounced uncle) that extracts a
hierarchy of concepts in an unsupervised way from demonstration data. We
empirically demonstrate how UNHCLE discovers meaningful hierarchies using
datasets from Chess and Cooking domains. Finally, we show how UNHCLE
learns meaningful language labels for concepts by using demonstration data along
with natural language for cooking and chess. All of our code is available at
https://github.com/UNHCLE/UNHCLE/.

1 Introduction

Humans effortlessly learn concepts from demonstration videos that describe different skills [1]. For
instance, from a video that demonstrates how to cook an egg, discovering concepts like "boiling water"
is trivial for us but non-trivial for algorithms. Further, our learned skills can be re-composed and
reused in different ways to learn new concepts. Shankar et al. [2] introduces a sequence-to-sequence
architecture that clusters long-horizon action trajectories into shorter temporal skills. However,
their approach treats skills as independent concepts. In contrast, humans organize these concepts
in hierarchies where lower-level concepts can be grouped to define higher-level concepts (Naim et
al. [3]). We extend the architecture in Shankar et al. [4] to simultaneously discover concepts along
with their hierarchical organization without any supervision. We propose an end-to-end trainable
architecture UNHCLE for hierarchical representation learning from demonstrations. UNHCLE
receives a long horizon trajectory of high-dimensional images demonstrating a complex task (in our
case, chess and cooking) and the associated textual commentary as input and isolates semantically
meaningful subsequences in input trajectories. We emphasize that it does not require temporal
annotations which link subsequences in the trajectories of images to the free-flowing commentary,
but instead, autonomously discovers this mapping.

The field of learning from demonstrations ([5]) seeks to learn to perform tasks from a set of demon-
strated behaviors. Behavioral Cloning is one popular scheme ([6]). [7] and [8] show how agents can
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach. UNHCLE learns a hierarchical semantically-meaningful embedding
space which allows it to perform complex downstream tasks such as temporal concept segmentation and label
prediction. Refer to Section 2 for details about the abbreviations used in the figure.

learn simple tasks like cartpole simply from demonstrations. [9] also studies how robots can learn
from human demonstrations of tasks. [10] and [11] fit a parametric model to the demonstrations.
[12], [13], and [14] first segment trajectories into subsequence and then fit a parametric model to
each subsequence. More recently, [15] shows that agents can learn to maximize external reward
using a large corpus of observation data, i.e., trajectories of states on a relatively smaller corpus
of interaction data, i.e., trajectories of state-action pairs. Hierarchical task representations have
been studied as well. Instead of treating demonstrations in a flat manner, one may also infer the
hierarchical structure. A few recent works attempt to do so ([16, 17]), or as task graphs (Huang et
al., 2019). Both [16] and [18] address generalizing to new instances of manipulation tasks in the
few-shot regime by abstracting away low-level controls. However, all of these approaches require
an environment i.e., a transition and reward function to learn from. On the contrary, humans show
an ability to learn concepts by watching demonstrations, which we attempt to replicate. Temporal
abstractions of action sequences or skill/primitive learning is also a related field. [19] learns a large
number of low-level sequences of actions by forcing the agent to produce distinguishable skills.
However, due to the diversity bias, the agent results in learning many unusable skills that cannot be
used for any meaningful task. Similarly, [20] attempts to learn skills such that their transitions are
almost deterministic in a given environment. These approaches also require access to an environment,
whereas we try to learn without an environment.

2 UNHCLE: Unsupervised Hierarchical Concept Learning

Intuitively, we define a concept as a short sequence of states which repeatedly occur across several
demonstration trajectories. Concepts have an upper limit on their length in time-steps. These
concepts can be obtained from the images of demonstrations, denoted by z, and from the associated
textual description, represented by c. Encoding Observation: Given a long horizon trajectory of
demonstration images along with its associated textual description, UNHCLE is able to abstract a
hierarchy of concepts from demonstration images. We first pass these input images through ResNet-
32 ([21]) to get a sequence of image vectors as S = s1:m, and the associated text is converted into
word vectorsW = w1:n using BERT-base ([22]). Visual observations combine to produce lower-level
concepts whereas higher-level concepts are simply aggregations of such lower-level concepts. Thus,
the Lower-level Observation Concept Abstraction module (OCAlow) is trained to embed a sequence
of image vectors of a video (s1, s2....sm) into a sequence of concept vectors (zL1 , z

L
2 , .., z

L
u ) where

u << m such that zL1:u = OCAlow (s1:m). Subsequently, lower-level concepts combine together
to form a higher level of concepts using the Higher-level Observation Concept Abstraction module
(OCAhigh) such that zH1:v = OCAhigh (zL1:u).

Encoding Instructions: We also endeavour to discover these higher-level and lower-level concepts
through natural language instructions. The Lower-level Instruction Concept Abstraction module
(ICAlow) and Higher-level Instruction Concept Abstraction module (ICAhigh) are responsible for
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of concepts discovered by UNHCLE using openings data in Chess. At a high level,
UNHCLE correctly identifies concepts corresponding to the Blackmar-Diemer Gambit and the Pietrowsky
Defense. At a low level, it identifies concepts such as “d4 d5.. and e4 d3 ..” that are used across several openings

this functionality. From a corpus of words vectors, (w1, w2....wn), the ICAlow module generates
concept (cL1 , c

L
2 , .., c

L
u ), u << n: cL1:u = ICAlow (w1:n). Subsequently the ICAhigh encodes the

lower-level language concepts cL1:u into higher level concepts as cH1:v = ICAhigh (cL1:u).

Traversing across the concept hierarchy: Learning concepts at different levels has an added
advantage of traversing these concepts in the concept hierarchy. This additionally allows us to utilize
these hierarchical traversals to obtain coarse or fine-grained concepts at any level. We can thus
regenerate the lower concepts from higher-level instruction concepts using the Lower-level Concept
Regeneration Module (CRlow) such that z′L1:u′ = CRlow (cH1:v). We can then later utilize this to obtain
lower-level concepts from the higher-level concepts to regenerate the demonstration image vectors
SL = sL1:mL in a cross-modal fashion.

Observation and Instruction Regeneration: Under a concept, the sequence of frames is nearly
deterministic i.e. the knowledge of a concept uniquely identifies the accompanying sequence of
images in the demonstration trajectory. Subsequently, we regenerate the demonstration image vectors
SL = sL1:mL from lower-level concepts using Lower-level Concept Observation Regeneration Module
(CORlow) such that sL1:mL = CORlow (z′L1:u′). We also regenerate the demonstration image vectors
SU = sU1:mU from higher-level concepts abstracted from language using Higher-level Concept
Observation Regeneration Module (CORhigh) such that sU1:mU = CORhigh (cH1:v) in a similar
cross-modal manner.

Finally, inspired by humans who can easily describe concept representations using free-flowing
natural language, we first regenerate lower-level concepts from higher-level observation concepts
using the Lower-level Concept Regeneration Module (CRlow) such that c′L1:u′ = CRlow (zH1:v), and
subsequently, regenerate the word vectors WL = wL1:nL from lower-level concepts using Lower-level
Concept Instruction Regeneration Module (CIRlow) such that wL1:nL = CIRlow (c′L1:u′). Additionally,
the higher-level concepts identified by the OCAhigh module from demonstration frames are also
described using a meaningful free-flowing commentary by the Higher-level Concept Instruction
Regeneration module or CIRhigh. Thus, we regenerate the word vectors WU = wU1:nU from higher-
level concepts using CIRhigh such that wU1:mU = CIRhigh (zH1:v).

Loss Functions: Our approach, outlined in Figure 1, uses several loss terms between different
network outputs to achieve our objective. The soft-DTW [23] is used between several sequences as
follows.

Ldyn = soft-DTW(zL1:u, c
′L
1:u′) + soft-DTW(cL1:u, z

′L
1:u′) + soft-DTW(s1:m, s′L1:m′) + soft-DTW(s1:m, s′H1:m′′)

We use the Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL) loss (Llang) between the generated comment vectors
and the BERT vectors and use the L2 loss between concepts from different modalities as follows,

Lstatic = Llang(w1:n, w
′L
1:n) + Llang(w1:n, w

′H
1:n) + L2(zH1:v, c

H
1:v) + L2(z′L1:u′ , c′L1:u′)

We then define our final loss as, Ltotal = α ∗ Ldyn + β ∗ Lstatic where α and β are weights.

3 Experiments

In order to find conceptual temporal patterns from videos in a hierarchical manner, we experiment
with two datasets - YouCook2 ([24]) dataset comprises of instructional videos for 89 unique recipes
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Figure 3: Example Hierarchy of concepts discovered by UNHCLE on the YouCook2 dataset

(∼22 videos per recipe) containing labels that separate the long horizon trajectories of demonstrations
into events and Recommending Chess Openings2, a dataset that consists of opening moves in
the game of Chess. We analyze whether the discovered concepts are human interpretable i.e. are
the temporal clusters within a single demonstration semantically meaningful?. We find that our
architecture abstracts several useful human interpretable concepts without any supervision. Figures 2
and 3 show the results obtained. These abstracted high-level concepts align well with the ground truth
event labels provided in YouCook2. We also evaluate the performance of UNHCLE quantitatively
on YouCook23 and quantify its ability to generate coherent concepts that align with the human
annotated ground truths using the Time Warped Intersection over Union (see Section B) metric. We
compare our approach with 4 baselines. (1) Random baseline predicts segment randomly on the
basis of uniformly sampled timestamps for a given video on the basis of its duration. (2) EQUALDIV
consists of dividing the video into conceptual segments of equal duration. (3) GRU-supervised: A
naive supervised baseline comprising of a GRU [25] based encoder that sequentially processes the
Resnet features corresponding to frames in a video followed by a decoder GRU that attends [26] on
encoder outputs and is trained to sequentially predict end timestamp of each meaningful segment
(variable in number) in the video. (4) FLAT: We implement the [4] approach which takes as input, a
sequence of video frames and discovers a single level of concepts without any hierarchy.

Method TW-IoU
Random 28.2

EQUALDIV 31.7
GRU-supervised 22.8

FLAT 14.4
high-level low-level

UNHCLE w/o commentary 37.4 58.7
UNHCLE w/ commentary 47.4 59.7

(a)

Frames Used TW-IoU
high low

200 37.4 58.7
64 33.4 34.0
32 13.1 12.7

(b)

Table 1: (a) TW-IoU (see Section B) scores for single level concepts predicted by the baselines along with
the TW-IoU scores for both the high-level and low-level concepts for predictions from our proposed technique
UNHCLE (b) Comparison showing the trade-off between number of down-sampled frames and TW-IoU for
UNHCLE

4 Conclusion

We show that our approach (UNHCLE) discovers concepts and organizes them into a meaningful
hierarchy using only demonstration data from chess openings and cooking. We also show that
this discovered hierarchy of concepts is useful in predicting textual labels and temporal concept
segmentations for the associated demonstrations. We find that these concepts are semantically
meaningful and can be used to generate textual labels for the concepts acquired.

2https://www.kaggle.com/residentmario/recommending-chess-openings
3We use YouCook2 since each recipe comprises of multiple conceptual segments unlike Chess dataset (each

game is just an opening + variation) which we instead use for evaluating label prediction ability later.
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A Soft-Dynamic Time Warping (Soft-DTW)

The most significant challenge that our work overcomes is that we do not require supervision for
hierarchical temporal segmentation i.e. we do not require annotations which demarcate the beginning
and ending of a concept, both in language and in the space of frame’s timestamps. Currently, most
approaches rely on annotation describing the frame start and end for an event and the associated text
for this event. Our architecture is trained using free-flowing commentary without event demarcations.
This is achieved using the loss function we implement. We utilize Soft-DTW ([27]) loss to align
the reconstructed trajectories with the input long-horizon trajectory. So given two trajectories
x = (x1, x2, ...xn) and y = (y1, y2, ...ym), the soft-DTW(x, y) is computed as,

soft-DTW(x, y) = minγ{〈A, ∆(x, y)〉, A} (1)
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where A ∈ An,m is the alignment matrix, ∆(x, y) = [δ(xi, yi)]ij ∈n×m and δ being the cost
function. minγ operator is then computed as,

minγ{a1, · · · , an} =

{
min i≤n ai, γ = 0,

−γ log
∑n
i=1 e

−ai/γ , γ > 0.
(2)

For our experiments, we use L2 distance as δ and γ = 1.

B Evaluation Metrics

The ground-truth events in the dataset and the concepts generated by UNHCLE may differ in number,
duration, and start-time. To evaluate the efficacy of UNHCLE in generating concepts that align with
the human-annotated events in our dataset, it is imperative that we utilize a metric that measures the
overlap between generated concepts and ground truths and also accounts for this possible temporal
mismatch. To this end, we introduce time-warp IoU. Note that we do not utilize the temporal
ground-truth event annotations during training, but only to compare the abstraction generated by our
architecture to the human-annotated events.

Consider the search series S = (s1, s2, s3...sM ) ∈ and target series T = (t1, t2, t3...tN ) where S
corresponds to the end-of-concept time stamp for each concept as generated by UNHCLE for a single
long-horizon demonstration trajectory. Thus, the ith concept abstracted from UNHCLE starts at
time = si−1 and end at time = si. Similarly, T corresponds to the end-of-event time stamp for each
ground-truth event in the demonstration trajectory, where the jth ground truth event starts at time =
tj−1 and ends at time = tj . Note that both s0 and t0 are equal to zero i.e. we measure time starting at
zero for all demonstration trajectories.

Time-Warped IoU We calculate the time-warped alignment between the event annotations and
the concepts from UNHCLE. This implies calculating ∆(S, T ), solving the following optimization
problem ([28]), ∆(S, T ) = minP∈P

∑
m,n∈P δ(sm, tn), where the S and T correspond to the

search and target series respectively and δ corresponds to a distance metric (in our case the L2 norm),
measuring time mismatch.

∆(S, T ) therefore corresponds to the trajectory discrepancy measure defined as the matching cost
for the optimal matching path P among all possible valid matching paths P (i.e. paths satisfying
monotonicity, continuity, and boundary conditions). From this optimal trajectory obtained we can
also get the warping function W such that W (si) = tj , i.e. we find the optimal mapping between the
ith concept ending at time = si and the jth event ending at time = tj . To quantify the quality of this
mapping we introduce Time-Warp Intersection over Union for a single long-horizon trajectory S.

TW − IoU(S) =
∑
ti

∑
sj :W (sj)=ti

min(ti, sj)−max(ti−1, sj−1)

maxsj :W (sj)=ti{max(ti, sj)} −minsj :W (sj)=ti{min(ti−1, sj−1)}
(3)

Intuitively, this corresponds to the overlap between the ith concept ending at time = si and the jth
event ending at time = tj .

C Dataset details

In order to find conceptual temporal patterns from videos in a hierarchical manner, we experiment
with two datasets from different domains.
YouCook2 ([24]) dataset comprises of instructional videos for 89 unique recipes (∼22 videos per
recipe) containing labels that separate the long horizon trajectories of demonstrations into events - with
explicit time stamps for the beginning and end of each event along with the associated commentary.
It contains 1,333 videos for training and 457 videos for testing. The average number of segments per
video is 7.7 and the average duration of the video is 5.27 minutes.
Recommending Chess Openings4 dataset consists of opening moves in the game of Chess. An
Opening in Chess is a fixed sequence of moves which when performed leads to a final board state
putting the player in a strategic position in the game. Commonly used chess openings are each labeled

4https://www.kaggle.com/residentmario/recommending-chess-openings
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with a name (Figure 2 shows examples). The dataset contains 20,058 openings with each containing
a sequence of chess moves and it’s corresponding opening and variation labels. The train-test split
used for our experiments is 80-20.

D Implementation Details

The Observational Concept Abstraction (OCA) and Instructional Concept Abstraction (ICA) modules
consist of the Transformer ([29]) Encoder with 8 hidden layers and 8-Head Attention which takes as in-
put, a sequence of frames positionally encoded and outputs a hidden vector. It is then passed through a
Transformer Decoder again having 8 hidden layers and encoder-decoder cross-attention with masking
which finally outputs the concepts which are latent variables having dimension conceptlength× 768.
We use a 1-layer GRU ([30]) for our Concept Instruction Regeneration (CIR), Concept Observation
Regeneration (COR), and the Concept Regeneration (CR) module which converts the high-level
concepts to low-level concepts. For encoding the image frames, we down-sample all videos to 500
frames and use ResNet-32 (pretrained on MSCOCO dataset) ([21]) for dense embedding of dimension
512× 1. We further down-sample to 200 frames per trajectory for all experiments. Comments are
encoded using BERT-base pre-trained embeddings with a 768 hidden dimension.

For our low-level concepts, we keep the maximum number of concepts discovered as 16 and for
high-level concepts as 4. These assumptions are based on the YouCook2 dataset statistics wherein
ground-truth annotations (not used during training) the minimum number of segments were 5 and
the maximum as 16. We keep α = 1 and β = 1 for all our experiments along with a batch-size of
128 and use Adam optimizer for training with a learning rate of 1e− 5 and train the network for 100
epochs.

E Additional Results and Analysis

E.1 Effect of Guidance through Commentary

In this section, we discuss the improvement in the quality and precision of conceptual segments
discovered by UNHCLE using video commentary to guide our model training on YouCook2 dataset.
To study this, we compare UNHCLE without comment which discovers concept hierarchy using just
frame observations in a video against UNHCLE with comment which additionally uses commentary
as guide (as in Figure 1). Table 1a compares the TW-IoU of segments obtained corresponding to
High Level Concepts for each of these two models. As can be seen, using commentary significantly
improves the TW-IoU by ∼ 10% which establishes that using commentary enables UNHCLE to
detect precise boundaries for segments corresponding to various concepts. However, we find only
a marginal improvement of ∼ 1% in TW-IoU corresponding to low level concepts. Further, it can
be seen in Figure 4 that using commentary allows the model to better understand how to merge
lower-level concepts appropriately into higher-level concepts - “heat a pan, add 1 spoon oil and
prosciutto to it” separately without merging it with subsequent segments.

E.2 Label Prediction Task for Chess Openings

We further evaluate UNHCLE on the task of label (name of opening + variation) prediction corre-
sponding to hierarchical concepts discovered. Since recommending Chess Openings comprises of a
label for each sequence of moves in an opening, we train UNHCLE w/ commentary (Figure 1). Since
there are at max only two segments corresponding to opening move and variation move in the dataset
we use label prediction accuracy as our metric here instead of TW-IoU. There are 300 distinct labels
and our model achieves 78.2% accuracy which shows that it is able to correctly discover the correct
segmentation between openings with different variations as hierarchical concepts and associate them
with the correct label in most of the test samples.

E.3 Effect of Sampling Rate on the quality of hierarchy

For YouCook2 we down-sample 200 frames from the original 500 frames provided in the dataset
and use that as our input to UNHCLE. We analyze the trade-off between time and performance if
we further down-sample the frames. This also provides us a better insight into how much granular
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Figure 4: In this figure, we show that using commentary as guide during training, UNHCLE learns to better
combine low-level concepts to form high-level concepts which are better aligned towards our ground-truth
annotations. A refers to the concept segments discovered w/o comments and B refers to the one with comment.

information regarding the video do we need to be able to discover better hierarchies. Table 1b shows
the results obtained for our experiment. Interestingly, we don’t observe a linear drop in performance
by reducing the number of frames. Even with just 64 frames, the results beat the other baselines.
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